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Abstract

Ethane oxidation reactions were studied over pure and Ca-, Mg-, Sr-, La-, Nd-, and

Y-substituted BaCe03 perovskites under oxygen limited condkions. Several of the

materials, notably the Ca- and Y-substituted materials, show activity for complete

oxidation of the hydrocarbon to C02 at temperatures below 650 ‘C. At higher

temperatures, the oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) to ethylene becomes significant.

Conversions and ethylene yields are enhanced by the perovskites above the thermal

reaction in our system in some cases. The perovskite structure is not retained in the high

temperature reaction environment. Rather, a mixture of carbonates and oxides is formed.

Loss of the perovskite structure correlates with a loss of activity and selectivity to
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Perovskite oxides of the general formula AB03 are of broad interest as catalysts for

oxidation reactions because of their ability to conduct oxygen and to support significant

variations in oxygen content. They’ are known to catalyze a number of oxidation
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reactions including the oxidation of light hydrocarbons to C02 and H20 (combustion),

oxidative coupling of methane (OCM), and oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH). LaCoOs

was first proposed as a combustion catalyst for automobile exhaust in 1971 [1]. Since

that time a number of studies have been conducted on perovskites as combustion

catalysts and several materials have been reported to be as effective as supported Pt.

Most of the effective systems reported are formulated with lanthanum on A sites and a

transition metal (Co, Mn, Fe, Nl) on the B sites. Additional elements are substituted to

optimize the catalytic properties. Common substitutions include C% Ba, Sr and Ce for

L% and a second transition metal substituted for the first. An example of such a material

reported to be effective for n-butane combustion is &m.2Sr0.g)(CoO.bFeO,A)Os[2].

Perovskite catalysts reported for the OCM reaction are reflective of the basic oxides most

often reported to catalyze this reaction. Hence, they are typically composed of an

alkaline earth and/or rare earths coupled with a metal or transition metal. Some

examples include Ba(Col.YF~)Os+i [3], (Lal.~Ba~)(Col.YFey)@ [3], WCol-YFey)Q~ [31,

BaCe03 [4], BaPbOs [5,6], Ba(Pbl-YBiY)Os~ [5], BaBiOJ [6], BaSnOs [61,

(Cal.~Sr.)(Til-YF~)Osa [7], (Cal-,Sr,)(Til-YCoY)Os.~ [7], SrCeQ [4], and Sr(Cel-ynY)@~

[8]. Only a few studies of ODH over perovskites have been conducted. Perovskite

materials that have been studied for this reaction include Sr(Cel.YYbY)OsS [9],

Ca(Til-yFeY)&~ [10], Sf(Til.YFeY)Os-~[10], and (Lal..Sr~)FeOs-ij [11 ]. Note that the

(CaSr)(FeTi)O and the Sr(CeYb)O systems have been reported to catalyze both the OCM

and ODH reactions. In fact, the authors of these studies have pointed out potential

similarities between the OCM and ODH reactions. For example, in the OCM reactiom
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ethylene may be formed through secondary reactions of the ethane product. In studies

comparing OCM and ODH over rare earth oxides, it was found that the reaction of ethane

is significantly faster and more selective than the reaction of methane [12,13]. Further, p-

type conductivity has been correlated with catalyst activity for both the OCM and ODH

reactions [7, 10,11, 14].

In this study, we have surveyed the oxidation reactions of ethane over crystalline

perovskite catalysts with the general formulas BaCe03, Ba(Cel.YMY)03a, and

(13al-XM.)CeOs4. BaCeOs has been reported to catalyze the OCM reaction at 750 “C [4],

and the material is known to exhibit at least partial hole conduction when the Ce sites are

partially substituted with lower valent metals such as La, Nd, Ca, or Y [15, 16]. Thus, by

analogy with the (CaSr)(FeTl)O and the Sr(CeYb)O systems, we anticipated that the

Ba-Ce-O perovskite system might catalyze the ODH reaction of ethane, at least at high

temperatures [17]. In fact, we did observe that several of the materials led to enhanced

conversion of ethane and higher yields of ethylene when compared to the high

temperature thermal (homogeneous) reaction in our system.

Experimental

BaCe03 and Ba(Cel-YMY)Os3, (M= La, Y, Nd, Ca; y = 0.05-0.2) were made through a

solid state synthesis Ilom BaCOJ, CeOz, LazOs, YZ03, NdzOs, and CaCOs (all at least

99.99’XOpure from Sigma Chemicals). The starting materials were dry mixed in the

desired stoichiometry for three hours in an agate ball mill. The mixtures were then

transferred to platinum crucibles and heated (300 OC/hr ramp rate) in air to 1250”C and



held for 5 hrs. The samples were then once again dry milled, and fired as before.

Samples of BaCe03, BaCe08C~.zOi.g, and (BaO.&fO.z)Ce03, (M= Mg, C% Sr; Mg from

MgO and Sr from SrC03) and were made in a similar fashion, except that the materials

were pressed into pellets and granulated to -40/+60 mesh prior to the second firing.

The crystalline phases present in the catalysts were determined prior-to and after reaction

testing by powder X-ray diffraction. Data were collected at room-temperature on a

Siemens Model D500 automated diffractometer, using (3-26 sample geometry and Cu &

radiation, between 2$= 5 and 60° with a step size 0.05°. Thermogravimetric analyses

(TGA) were performed using a TA Instruments 2000 thermal analysis system interfaced

to a TA instruments TGA cell. Samples (nominally 20 mg in size) were heated from

room temperature to 950 “C in atmospheres of air or C02 at a rate of 10 OC/min.

The catalysts were tested for oxidation reactions of ethane in a conventional stainless

steel flow system operating near atmospheric pressure. The feed, consisting of 17 mol 0/0

C&, 8.5 mol % Oz ( a stoichiometric CZIWOZ ratio for the ODH to ethylene), and the

balance NQ, was passed over 0.25 g of catalyst. The catalyst was held in place between

plugs of quartz wool and supported by a 3.2 mm O.D. 316 stainless steel tube placed

inside the 4.9 mm I.D. 316 stainless steel reactor tube. Reaction temperatures were

measured with a thermocouple positioned inside the reactor tube just above the catalyst.

For the powders, single samples were tested at temperatures startingat350 “C and

increasing in intervals to 750 ‘C. Separate granular samples were tested at temperatures

of 500, 600 and 700 “C. Granular samples of BaCeOJ were also tested at 625 and 650



“C. Reactants andprodu~s wereanalyzed withaon-line MTIgaschomatograph

utilizing a 10 m molecular sieve 5A PLOT column (02, Cm, CO) and a 8 m Poraplot Q

column (COZ, CZW Czfi, C&k, Csl%). A condenser positioned downstream of the

reactor removed excess water prior to the analysis. Due to the small amount of product

water and condenser inefficiency, accurate quantification of the water was not possible.

Control experiments were conducted in a reactor tube containing only a thermocouple

and a quartz wool plug resting on the 3.2 mm support tube to determine the thermal

(noncatalytic) behavior of the system.

X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) studies were conducted in a combined ultra-

high vacuum (UEIV) surface analysis/atmospheric pressure reactor system [18, 19] that

allows measurement of the surface properties of catalytic materials before and after

exposure to reactive environments without intervening exposure to air. With this system,

BaCe03, and Mg- and Ca-modified BaCeOs (crushed granules) were analyzed following

treatment in reactive environments to simulate reaction conditions. The treatments were

designed to simulate increasing conversion of ethane and consumption of oxygen with

increasing reaction temperature. Thus, the conditions studied included treatment in a

stoichiometric (for ODH) reaction mixture of 108 Torr ethane and 54 Torr oxygen at

500”C for 1 hr, treatment in an ethane rich mixture of 108 Torr ethane and 10 Torr

oxygen at 600°C for 1hr, treatment in 108 Torr ethane at 700”C for 1hr, and treatment in

108 Torr ethane and 54 Torr COZ at 700”C for lhr. Prior to all treatments the samples

were outgassed in vacuum for five reins at the desired reaction temperature to remove

any volatile organic species. XP spectra were taken following each treatment using a



non-monochromatic Mg Kct source with an analyzer resolution of 1.0 eV. Because of the

insulating nature of the perovskites, some sample charging always occurred and binding

energies were referenced to the Ba 3dslz peak at 779.7 eV [20,21]. Spectra were collected

in the Ba 3d, Ce 3d, O 1s, and C 1s regions for each sample, as well as the Ca 2p or Mg

2p regions for samples containing these modifiers. All peaks were subjected to Tougaard

background subtraction followed by integration of peak areas to determine relative XI%

signal intensities.

Results and Discussion

Reaction testing and characterization

BaCeOs and materials consisting of Ba(Cel.YMY)03$ (M = Ca, La, Y, Nd; x = 0.05,0.10,

0.15, 0.20) were tested for the ODH of ethane in the powder form. Prior to testing, XRD

analysis showed the materials to be a single tetragonal phase [22] indicating that the

substitutions did occur on the B sites. The reaction data for the perovskite powders can

generally be divided into a low temperature regime and high temperature regime, with a

transition in reaction chemistry and phase stability occurring between 650 and 750 “C.

Below 650 “C the perovskite phases are stable in the reaction environment and

heterogeneous reactions dominate the reactivity. At higher temperatures, the perovstite

phases decompose and the homogeneous contribution to the chemistry is significant.

Table 1 summarizes the results in the low temperature regime of the reaction testing over

BaCeOs, the 10?4osubstituted materials, and the thermal control experiments. Carbon and

oxygen balances both typically closed within * 5°/0with an occasional outlying data



point. Oxygen balances were calculated assuming all hydrogen in reacted hydrocarbons

was converted to water. The data in Table 1 show that each of the perovskite powders

enhance ethane conversion compared to the thermal reaction. However the dominant

reaction is the nonselective oxidation of the hydrocarbon to C02, particularly over the

Ca- and Y-substituted samples. Thus, despite higher conversion, ethylene yields are not

significantly improved over the noncatalytic thermal yields.

Table 1 is fairly representative of all the samples tested as the results were relatively

independent of substitution level over the range studied, with the exception of the Ca-

substituted samples. For the Ca-substituted materials there appears to be a discernible

relationship between the Ca content and the results of the reaction testing in the low

temperature regime. The low temperature results for all the Ca-substituted powders are

summarized in Table 2. In general, the ability of the Ca-substituted materials to activate

ethane decreases with increasing substitution, while the selectivity to ethylene increases

with increasing substitution (for example compare the data at 550 “C). Interestingly, the

5’340substituted material is the most d~fferent horn BaCe03 while the 20’% substituted

material is very similar to BaCeOs.

The transition between the low and high temperature regimes is marked by sharp

increases in conversion for both the cataly-tic and thermal tests. This is consistent

the expected shifl from a predominantly heterogeneous reaction mechanism to a

predominantly homogeneous reaction mechanism. In all cases tested, the high

with

temperature reaction was oxygen limited (> 99°A oxygen conversion). Interpretation of



the data in the high temperature regime was complicated by two factors. First, the

oxygen balance calculations systematically indicate that more oxygen was consumed than

was fed to the reactor. This is likely due to a breakdown in the assumption that all

hydrogen atoms associated with converted ethane produce water. Rather, thermal

dehydrogenation/cracking or reforming reactions are consuming H and are also likely

producing H2. This is supported by the appearance of methane and smaller quantities of

propane and propylene at temperatures of 700 “C and higher. The second complication

was the fact that the reactor pressures slowly increased, in some cases to twice its initial

value, when the perovskite powders were held for extended periods at temperatures

greater than 650 ‘C due to decomposition and sintering of the fine catalyst powder (see

below).

Despite the complicating factors, the high temperature data summarized in Table 3

consistently indicates that the perovskite materials influenced the high temperature

chemistry. For example, at 700 “C, the ethylene yield over Ba(C@.gC~.1)02.g (34°/0) is

twice that of the thermal reaction (17Yo). However, cycling this material to 750 “C and

then back to 700 ‘C reduces the selectivity by over 35% and the yield by over 50% (not

shown in table). The high yields achieved over Ba(Ca.gCa@z.g could not be

duplicated by intentionally manipulating the reactor pressure to simulate catalyst

sintering effects in a thermal control experiment.

To put the high temperature results in perspective, it is important to note that the highest

yields of ethylene over the perovskite powders are at best only slightly better or
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equivalent to thermal results reported in the literature by Burch and Crabb [23] (74°/0

selectivity for 45°/0 ethane conversion giving a yield of 33°/0 at 600 “C). It is also

interesting to note that although all the reactions in our high temperature studies were -

oxygen limited, higher ethane conversions were achieved over the majority of the

perovskites. Because of the oxygen limitation, these higher conversion were likely

achieved by following reaction pathways requiring less or no oxyge~ for example by

producing CO rather than C02, or by producing H2 rather than H20. These reaction

schemes would allow the higher yields over the Ca-substituted materials compared to the

thermal reaction, despite the similarities in selectivity to ethylene,

Following the reaction tests, the catalysts were recovered from the reactors for analysis.

Each sample of the fine powders tested had converted to a single hard pellet-like form,

accounting for the increased reactor pressures. X-ray diffraction anal ysis of the

recovered catalysts showed that the perovskites had significantly decomposed during the

tests, and that new phases, principally BaC03 and Ce02 were formed. The conversion to

carbonates was confirmed by TGA analysis performed on powder samples of BaCe03

and Ba(Cm.gCm. 1)02.9 in a flowing COZ atmosphere. Both materials began to show a

weight gain at 500 “C that continued to increase throughout the remainder of the

temperature ramp to 950 ‘C. The total weight gain through the course of the temperature

ramp was 7-9°/0 and was still increasing when the experiments were terminated.

Complete conversion of BaCeOs to BaCOs and CeOz would result in about a 14% weight

increase. Both materials exhibited stable weights when heated in an air environment to

950 “C. Hence the catalysts are unstable and reactive with iigh COZ concentrations, at



least at elevated temperatures. A related observation is the fact that the catalysts have a

limited “shelf-life” when stored in an environment accessible to the atmosphere.

Duplicate experiments with the same batch of Ca-substituted catalysts showed a

decreasing 700 “C ethylene selectivity over time (several weeks to months). This maybe

due to a slow reaction of the basic perovskite surface with atmospheric C02.

In order to gain fhrther insight into the high temperature regime and catalyst phase

transitions, granular fOrmS of BaCe03, Ba(@.&&.@z.g and (Ba.o.&ao.2)Ce@ Were

tested at temperatures of 500,600 and 700 ‘C (also 625 and 650 “C for BaCeOs).

Granules of @ao.%Mgo,z)CeOs and (B%.&rO.z)CeOs were also tested. The catalysts were

brought to temperature in the flowing reaction mixture, and the activity was monitored

over several hours time. Afler the tests, the catalysts were cooled to room-temperature in

the reaction mixture and recovered for analysis. In all cases the reactor pressure

remained constant at about 17 psia during the tests of the granular materials.

The granular materials behave somewhat differently than their fine powder counterparts

(Figure 1). Most notably, little differentiation in behavior is observed between the

different compositions of the granular catalysts. The large number of data points in

Figure 1 results from changes in the catalysts as a iimction of time. The figure shows that

perovskite granules are neither effective combustion or ODH catalysts under the

conditions studied. In every case, there is some ethylene produced, yet the thermal

reaction gives higher ethylene selectivities (and hence higher yields) at any given

conversion. The granuiar BaCeOs and Ba(@.&@)Oz.g catalysts show lower



conversions that the corresponding powders, but higher selectivities to ethylene at 500

and 600 ‘C. TMs is probably related to the smaller surface areas of the granular catalysts

(compared to the powders) providing a reaction environment more like the thermal runs,

At 700 ‘C, the data show signs of catalyst instability. The yield (and selectivity) of

ethylene just after the reactor stabilizes at 700 “C is consistently much higher than that 15

reins into the reaction. After 15 rein, the conversions are much reduced compared to the

powder dat~ apparently due to reduced selectivity to ethylene as the reactions were

oxygen limited. XRD analysis of the recovered granular samples show no changes in the

materials tested at 500 or 6000 C (or 650 ‘C for BaCe03). At 700 “C, there is clearly a

break down of the original perovskite phase. The resultant phases area combination of

BaC03, CeOq, and possibly Cel.xM.Oza.S, (a cubic fluorite structure). The peak widths

are broad for all phases indicating either small crystallite sizes, or poorly ordered lattice

structures. This data in conjunction with the fine powder data suggests that the initial

perovskite phases are better catalysts for the ODH reaction than the phases present after

the catalyst decomposes.

XRs

Initial XPS analysis of the perovskites reveals the expected presence of Ba, Ce, C and O

on the surface of the catalyst, as well as Mg or Ca for perovskites containing these

modifiers. The Ce 3d/Ba 3ds12intensity ratio, after correcting for relative sensitivity

factors [20, 24], corresponds to the expected Ba/Ce atomic ratio of -1.0 for BaCeOs and

the Ca- and Mg-substituted materials. Upon subjecting each of these materials to thermal

treatments in various reactive environments, the Ce 3d/Ba 3dm ratio invariably deciines



with increasing severity of the treatment, ultimately approaching zero following

treatment in ethane/C02 mixtures at 700 “C (Figure 2). At this stage, both the C 1s and O

1s XPS regions reveal the presence of substantial amounts of carbonate, and very little

metal oxide. Two explanations can be advanced to account for these observations. First,

upon decomposition of the perovskke structure into BaC03 and Ce02, BaC03 may

preferential y segregate to the surface of the catalyst, thereby severely attenuating the Ce

XIX signal. Second, the BaC03 phase maybe in the form of very small, highly dispersed

particles, while the Ce02 particles are present as very large crystallite. As a result, very

little Ce02 surface is present relative to the BaC03 surface, and the surface sensitive XJ?S

technique detects mainly Ba. Regardless of the explanation, the catalyst surface

following reaction at 700 “C clearly consists primarily of BaC03.

XPS analysis of the Mg and Ca containing perovskites indicates that both additives are

initially present on the surface in amounts that are close to or slightly below the &xpected

stoichiometric values (Figure 3). Upon subjecting the Ca containing materials to

increasingly severe reaction conditions, the Ca 2p signal decreases relative to the Ba 3dsn

signal, ultimately falling to a value approximately one third that expected for a uniform

stoichiometric mixture, regardless of whether the Ca was initially on an A or B site.

Thus, during decomposition of the perovskite structure, the Ca either becomes associated

primarily with the CeOz phase, which exposes very little surface area to the XPS probe

(see above), or the Ca forms large CaCOa particles which also expose very little surface

area to the XPS probe. Given the absence of any evidence for a separate Ca containing

phase from XRD analysis, the former explanation is most likely. This proposed inclusion



of Ca into the Ce02 structure could disrupt the long range order of the CeOz lattice and

result in the broad peaks observed by XRD, even if the Ce02 particles are quite large.

Like the Ca containing perovskites, XPS analysis of the Mg containing perovskite

initially shows a Mg surface content very near the bulk stoichiometric value. In contrast

to the Ca containing perovskites, the Mg signal increases relative to

the perovskite is exposed to increasingly severe reaction conditions,

the Ba 3dslz signal as

Thus, Mg is

apparently able to diflhse out of the perovskite lattice and spread across the surface of the

catalyst particles. Ultimately, upon decomposition of the perovskhe structure, the Mg

signal returns to a value very close to stoichiometric. Thus, unlike Ca, Mg appears to

associate with the BaC03 phase following decomposition, and appears to be uniformly

distributed throughout the BaC03 lattice.

As a final note on the XPS analysis, it should be mentioned that the Ce 3d peak shapes

prior to any treatments do not correspond to filly oxidized Ce4+. Instead the spectra

indicate a mixture of Ce3+ and Ce4+. Upon heating in vacuum, the extent of oxidation of

Ce generally increases, indicating that diffusion of oxygen from the bulk to the surface is

occurring. During treatment in reactive environments, the Ce becomes more highly

reduced, especially for treatments involving the lean ethane/oxygen mixture or pure

ethane. Taken together these results are consistent with the expectation that these

perovskite materials allow efllcient oxygen transport, and that Ce undergoes facile redox

chemistry under reaction conditions.



Conclusions

Ba-Ce-O perovskite phases with Ca or Y p@ially substituted for cerium show activity

for the complete oxidation of ethane at temperatures <650 ‘C. The behavior of the

Ba-Ce-O family of materials at higher temperatures is complex. All the Ba-Ce-O

materials tested are unstable under high temperature reaction conditions and eventually

convert to a mixture of BaC03, Ce02 and perhaps other phases. Characterization of the

catalysts by XPS has found that at 700 “C, the majority of the working catalytic surface

area consists of BaC03. It is not known whether this is due to particle size effects or

atom migration during reactions. V/hen Ca-substituted materials decompose, the Ca most

likely associates with the Ce02 phase, while for Mg substituted materials, the Mg most

likely associates with the BaCOs phase.

The fine powder Ba-(Ce-Ca)-O system showed relatively high selectivity to ethylene at

temperatures of 700 and 750 “C. However, a 750 ‘C treatment reduced the selectivity in

subsequent tests at 700 ‘C. The selectivity to ethylene over the granular Ba-Ce-O

catalysts rapidly decreased during the first moments of reaction at 700 “C. Thereafter the

catalysts primarily produced COZ. These results suggest that the initial perovskite phase

enhances the oxidative dehydrogenation reaction at temperatures of at least 700 ‘C. In

contrast, Ba02 formed when BaPbOs and BaBiOs decompose to BaCOs and other phases

has been suggested to be the active catalyst for the OCM reaction [6]. However, in the

present case, one of the coproducts of the catalyst decomposition CeOz, is a well known

catalyst for the complete oxidation of hydrocarbons.
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Table 1. Selected results of reaction testing over Ba(Cel.YMY)03a powders in low
temperature regime.

Sample Temp. (°C) Conversion (%) Selectivity (’%0) Yield (?Lo). .
c2m 02 C02 CJ-LI CJ-LJ

500 0.17 0.83 74 26 0.045Thermal

BaCe03

Ba(Ceo.gCa.o.@z.g

Ba(CeO.gYO.l)&gs

Ba(CeO.gLm.l)Oz.gs

Ba(CeO.gNdO.@2.gs

600
650

2.0
5.5

8.3
21

60
51

40
49

0.79
2.7

37
31
23

500
600
650

1.6
7.6
16

7.8
35
85

63
69
77

0.57
2.4
3.7

500
600
650

3.0
13
15

17
85
96

91
96
95

9.4
4.2
5.3

0.28
0.55
0.81

500
600
650

2.5
12
15

16
76
93

99
95
93

0.025
4.8
6.4

0.006
0.57
0.94

500
600
650

2.3
7.9
12

11
43
68

69
81
81

31
18
16

0.73
1.4
2.0

14 0.19500 1.3 7.6 86
600 7.0 39 84 16 1.1
650 22 >99 64 31 6.8

,



Table 2. Results of reaction testing over Ba(Cel.YCaY)034 powders in low temperature
regime.

Sample Temperature C2& Conversion CZH4 Selectivity CZH4 Yield
~c) (%) (YO) (’??)

Ba(Ceo.gsCao.os)02.gs

I

Ba(C%.gCao.l)Oz.go

Btl(@.8ocao.20)02.80

BaCeOs

350
400
450
500
550
600
650

350
400
450
500
550
600
650

350
400
450
500
550
600
650

350
400
450
500
550
600
650

350
400
450
500
550
600

1.0
N.M.*

3.5
N.M.

13
15
15

0.0
0.39
0.85
3.0
10
13
15

0.0
0.25
2.0
3.8
8,3
14
13

0.0
0.10
0.45
1.3
4.0
17
18

0.0
0.0
0.57
1.6
4.2
7.6

19
N.M.

6.8
N.M.
0.71
0.63
1.6

0.0
12
18

9.4
3.0
4.2
5.3

0.0
13
18
16
12
12

5.0

0.0
13
16
19
20
32
23

0.0
0.0
38
37
33
31

0.19
N.M.
0.24
N.M.
0.092
0.095
0.24

0.0
0.16
0.15
0.28
0.30
0.55
0.80

0.0
0.033
0.36
0.61
1.0
1.68
0.65

0.0
0.013
0.072
0.25
0.80
5.4
4.1

0.0
0.0
0.22
0.59
1.4
2.4

*Not measured
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Table 3. Results of reaction testing over Ba(Cel.YMY)034 powders in high temperature
regime.

Sample Temp. (“C) Conversion (%) Selectivity (%), Yield (%)

C2W 02 Coz C2H4 cJ’-Ll
Thermal 700 31 >99 40 56 17

750 39 >99 30 61 24

BaCeOs 700 31 >99 41 52 16
750 49 >99 21 56 28

Ba(Ceo.&a.@z.g 700 53 >99 20 64 34
750 60 >99 17 59 35

Ba(C@.gYO.@Z.gs 700 16 >99 89 7.2 1.2
750 21 >99 64 11 2.3

Ba(CeO.gLao.@z.gs 700 33 >99 36 48 16
750 50 >99 19 48 24

Ba(CeO.gNdO.l)Oz.gs 700 39 >99 31 54 21
750 55 >99 20 57 31
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Figure 1. The selectivity of granular perovskite catalysts (all compositions.) compared
to the thermal noncatalytic reaction (u) as a fi.mction of conversion. The large number of
data points results from changes in the catalysts with time on stream.

Figure 2: Variation in Ce 3d/Ba 3d512XPS ratio as a finction of treatment conditions for

BaCeOs (o), Ba(@.&o.@zg (=), @aO.8C%2)Ce03 (A), and @ti,gMgo.z)CeOs (~). The
ratios measured for the as-prepared materials are all very close to the value expected for a
stoichiometric (1:1) mixture of Ce and Ba.

Figure 3: Variation in Ca 2p/Ba 3d512and Mg 2p/Ba 3d512ratios as a ii.mction of
treatment conditions for Ba(C@.&&@z.s (m), (Bao.&ao.z)Ceos (A), and

@a.@%o.2)C@3 (~). The ratios exPected for if the Ca or Mg were uniformlY distf-ibuted
throughout the catalyst matrix are shown by the dashed lines.
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